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PoppersNordic Ware Microwave Popcorn PopperActually works in the microwave. A 3-quart popper makes light and fluffy popcorn in about 4 minutes. Simply place a cup of popcorn kernels in the bottom bowl and cover with a lid. The oil is not needed, makes up to 12 cups of poppy corn. Now you can make as much light, fluffy popcorn
as you want without using butter. 9-1/2 in diameter, 5th century high. 14.99Factually works in the microwave. A 3-quart popper makes light and fluffy popcorn in about 4 minutes. Simply place a cup of popcorn kernels in the bottom bowl and cover with a lid. The oil is not needed, makes up to 12 cups of poppy corn. Now you can make as
much light, fluffy popcorn as you want without using butter. 9-1/2 in diameter, 5 inches. PHONE NUMBER 260-466-7741, 11330 E 500 S, LaOtto, IN 46763 Join our TODAY mailing list! Our active customers and subscribers receive weekly and monthly product announcements, including money-saving coupons to buy their favorite
products. Our coupons are only offered to our customers and subscribers. Amazon Good Stuff is a place where good household editors share the things they love. If you're really what you eat, I'm absolutely, unequivocally, and undoubtedly a great bowl of popcorn. The savoury stuff (I'll pass on to the corn kettle, thank you very much) has
been my go-to snack for as long as I can remember - so much so, in fact, that my obsession with it actually works a joke in my family. (Unfortunately.) For years, I've gotten bagged with microwave stuff, but when you eat as much popcorn as I do, you start to feel bad about all the oily calories you consume... and all the packaging you are
sucking in the bin. So I started looking for a healthier, less wasteful way to get my fix, and as a bonafide popcorn connoisseur (treat me to this, okay?), I only found one solution that met my high standards: Scandinavian Uair Microwave Popcorn Popper.The concept of this genius popper is simple: Scoop a few tablespoons of popcorn
kernel into a bowl top of it with a pair of (It's an air popper, FYI, so you don't need to add oil to the kernels.) Like other reusable poppers, this bad boy saves money and cuts waste: You can buy kernels of popcorn in bulk (much cheaper than a box of packaged things) and you don't wastefully pick up bags every time you indulge. But unlike
some of the other air poppers I've seen, it works like a bowl to serve and mix into the toppings - and it's dishwasher-safe, for Perhaps my favorite thing about Nordic Ware microwaved popcorn popper, however, is its durability - it only costs $16, but it will last longer movie nights than you'll be able to count. For proof, proof, Yom of my
parents, who first introduced me to popper: they purchased them in early 2015, and after four years of regular use (they are where I got my popcorn addiction, after all), it will still be strong. If that's not enough to convince you that this popper is what your pantry is missing, check out its more than 2,800 five-star reviews on Amazon that
praise the popper for being an easy monitor to get ready for and leaving behind no more than six un-popped cores. One particularly enthusiastic Amazon user even wrote: You're crazy if you eat popcorn any other way - and I couldn't agree more. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io user product rating Of 40/100 Write Review Recommended to a friend: No product quality: Fair frequency Used: Dozens of times Tenure: 2-5 Years Ability: Experienced This is my first microwave popper. Great idea,
but although the bowl is just a great cover lasts a very short time. Cover the strain as soon as this happens, it no longer fits the bowl and allows the kernels to avoid the bowl becoming lodged under the microwave turntable. On the other hand, cleaning is easy, the quality of the popcorn is very good. I like the flexibility in that you can load
popcorn with butter and seasoning or pop it with nothing added, a very good feature. This would be a 5 star production for sure, if only the cover were of good quality, unfortunately it is not. Worse, I couldn't find a replacement cover. Come on, Nordi Ware, go with the program. User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write Review
Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Multiple Monthly Ownership Duration: Over 5 Years Ability: Experienced have had for 20 years., Showing Your Age, but Still Works Well Rated Product User Quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Multiple Times a Month Ownership Duration: 2-5 Years Ability:
Rookie Greatest Microwave Popcorn Maker Ever Rated User Product - 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Multi-month Ownership Duration: 1 Year Or Less Ability: Intermediate I Used to Buy Microwave Popcorn and Watch The Movie. But it was fattening and expensive. Now I
have found a device that I can make my own microwave popcorn that is so good or even better than a popcorn movie theater. Attached to the front and back that I bought at Walmart. Recommended: No butter, 1/3 cup high quality popcorn (but very boring, but calories) (or) 1 tablespoon good oil, 1/3 cup high quality popcorn (good) (or) 2
tablespoons good butter, 1/3 cup high quality popcorn (large) (or) 2 tablespoons good butter, butter, A cup of high-quality popcorn, butter (excellent) user product rating No 100/100 Write Review Recommended to a friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Multiple times a month Duration of Ownership: 2-5 Years Ability:
Experienced work great perfect popcorn each time. User Product Rating - 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Dozens of Times Length of Ownership: 1 Year Or Less Ability: Experienced This Bowl gives you a taste of oven top popcorn with the convenience of the microwave!
This is a winning win as you control the type and amount of oil added to the bowl for popping-no guessing product rating user No 100/100 Write a review recommended to a friend: Yes Product quality: Well Made Frequency Used: Several times a week Duration of ownership: 2-5 years Ability: Experienced Add No Calorie Oil Spray and
Salt. The top can crack after several years of use. We recommend selling the lids separately. User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write a Review Recommend to a Friend: Yes Product quality: Well done frequency used: Several times a week Tenure Duration: 1 year or less Ability: Experienced bought my popper On November 26, 2018
online, and I love it. I've had 4 popcorn poppers by other companies in my life, and this popper is by far the cleanest, fastest and easiest to use. But, I have one problem: the edges that fit into the groove start to splay, and so the lid starts to slide off the top. Some people refer to this as a deformation. Maybe I had a faulty cover because I
don't think it should happen so soon. I'd like to know where I can get another cover instead of buying a new popcorn popper. I've read some reviews here and I hope you'll come to me since my popper isn't that old. I'm sure it's a flawed issue of building a lid. User Product Rating No. 100/100 Leave Review Recommended friend: Yes
Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: 1-2 times total duration of ownership: One month or less Ability: Professional I bought this microwave Popcorn Popper No. 60120 on Thursday March 21, 2019 from the Nordic Ware store in St. Louis Park, Minnesota. My wife and I made some amazing popcorn in our microwave. We eat a lot
of popcorn. We like the way Scandinavian Ware Microwave Popcorn Popper No. 60120 appears without oil. We love dry popcorn. But we add some melted butter to our popcorn after it has been popped to perfection. You can add a little oil if you prefer too! User Rating No. 40/100 Write Review Recommended to a Friend: No Product
quality: Frequency Used: Several times a week Tenure: 1 year or less Ability: Experienced makes good popcorn. Unfortunately, the life of the cover is short when used as a directional. It begins to discolor almost immediately, probably from the heat. The lower part gets very hot, especially at the bottom where if you you Not careful, you
can get burned. The popping takes heat. The cover doesn't. We had it maybe a year and the cap was finally split. Many stores no longer sell this product. Is that because of this? Disappointment. User Product Rating - 60/100 Write Review Recommended friend: No product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Dozens of Times Length of
Ownership: Over 5 Years Of Ability: Experienced I use excellent quality corn (Orville R) and try anywhere from meager 1/4 cup to full 1/4 cup. Every once in a while it will pop everything. But most of the time, it only appears halfway through. I tried the product in 3 different microwave ovens with the same result. What trick is to get a full
container? User Product Rating No. 60/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Average Used: Several times a week Tenure: 1 year or less Ability: Experienced has had another brand popper for several years, but it's got old. Bought Scandinavian about 5 months ago. It does an excellent job of popping up, but the
corners on the lid have turned up a bit and the lid slides over while popping, which allows the kernel and popcorn to be in the microwave. I love popcorn, but not a mess. User Product Rating No 100/100 Write Review Recommended to a Friend: Yes Product quality: Well done frequency used: Dozens of times Length of Ownership: 1 year
or less Ability: Experienced love this popper however, I can't get all the kernals pop, what am I doing wrong? I put 1/3 cup in 3 minutes 1100 watts and still not everything popped up... But love the taste of good and light ... User Product Rating - 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used:
Several times a week Tenure: 2-5 Years Ability: Experienced I have had one of them for several years and love it. Thinking about buying another keep at work. User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Well Made Frequency Used: Several Times a Month Duration of Ownership: 1 Year
Or Less Ability: Experienced All These Years of Crappy Popcorn Microwave Bag, if only I discovered this popper before. It's easy to use and even easier to clean. User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Several times a month Tenure: 2-5 Years Ability:
Experienced have had it for several years and just love it. I put about two-thirds of the kernels cup in (yes, it's overflowing, but my dog loves popcorn too. I also use a little oil and salty oil for flavor. 3 minutes 10secs in 1100 watts microwave...... YAMMMM!!!!! User Product No. 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product
quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Multiple Weekly Ownership Duration: Over 5 Years Ability: Rookie Use at least twice a week, best postper ever user user product rating 100/100 Write a Review Recommended to a Friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Multiple Weekly Ownership Duration: One Month or Less
Ability: Experienced We Have Four of These Units Now. My husband has one for his office and his apartment (he works away from home). We have one for the house and one for our camper. It will take a little time to figure out the best of the period of time to run it in the microwave. Just listening for popping to stop doesn't always give
good results. We burned a batch or two. But the device does the cleaning well, and the smell is gone after washing in the sink. Very pleased with this popper. User Product Rating - 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional frequency Used: 1-2 times total tenure: One month or less Ability: Professional I
love this popper. I searched endlessly to find the right crisp fluffy texture. And this popper exceeded my expectations for price and performance. User Product Rating No 60/100 Write Review Recommended friend: No product quality: Fair Frequency Used: Dozens of Times Length of Ownership: 2-5 Years Ability: Experienced If a thin
clean plastic cover is not deformed and then cracked I would still be able to enjoy this smart kit to popcorn. I'm trying to find a way to buy a replacement cover so I can continue to use it. Otherwise kernals go everywhere inside the microwave. I wish it had been better designed. User Rating No 60/100 Write Review Recommended friend:
No product quality: Fair frequency Used: 1-2 times total tenure: 2-5 years Ability: Experienced Just used it for the first time. Made a large popcorn, but when I washed it by hand, the turquoise blue color came down on a paper towel. User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional
Frequency Used: Several times a week Tenure: 1 year or less Ability: Intermediate I used the previous microwave popper, which is deformed after several applications. My friend recommended this one. I eat popcorn on a daily basis as a diet friendly snack. So I needed a popper that didn't wear out quickly. I absolutely love this one. It is
easy to use, very durable and easy to clean. User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Dozens of Times Tenure: One Month or Less Ability: Rookie So Easy to Use, and Appears Almost All Core. So glad I don't use a bag of popcorn with all of them
chemicals! Also! Only $10.00 Rating User Product - 80/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product Quality: Average Frequency Used: Multi-Month Ownership Duration: 2-5 Years Ability: Experienced Unfortunately, the cover has become so a little deformed and it's never been the same. Tho'I only wash my hands my Warp
caps occurred over time and the ruins are popping quality. In the 2 years I had it, I used it to be swollen, so I'm sad, but... User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Several Times a Week Tenure: Over 5 Years Ability: Experienced My Family Loves
Popcorn, and I've Tried a Lot of Poppers. This one is reliable and easy to use! It appears any brand or kind of popcorn is perfect every time! I never use butter and I get great popcorn consistently! My grandchildren get excited when they see me take it because they know what it means to blankets, movies and big popcorn! User Product
Rating No 100/100 Write Review I can't tell you how old I've had this Popper, but when I went to buy one for my son, whose married and has a family now, I couldn't find it in stores anywhere. Checked on the line and Vual!!! Since then I have bought 4 more of them. This popper is the best. I can't say enough about it other than to buy it
and enjoy it. You will never again buy that stuff in the super market with anything that is added to the huck. User Product Rating - 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Dozens of Times Tenure: Over 5 Years Of Ability: Intermediate I've owned a Scandinavian popcorn popper for
years. I just bought a new one. I love the Scandinavians. I'm addicted to popcorn and eat it several times a week. I pop dry when done, drizzle with a little olive oil and add either garlic powder or a small amount of salt. Delicious. Just bought another one for a friend's birthday. She likes it. User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write Review
Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Well done frequency used: Several times a week Tenure: Over 5 Years Ability: Experienced one of my most used kitchen supplies. This is my third. I dropped one on the tiled floor and broke it. I wore one of ... The lid became too deformed and the inside was just too stained., so I treated myself
to the new one. User Product Rating No 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Well done frequency used: Dozens of times Tenure: 1 year or less Ability: Experienced rare that I ever write reviews, but this product deserves it. Used a Scandinavian popcorn popper for years, my newest is just a few months
and never a problem. Make a great popcorn with and without butter. When people ask, I always recommend this. My only disappointment is the 30% extra charge when shipped to Canada. Always was even when the US/Canada dollar was at the same level. But even though the extra costs are a reliable and consistent item for creating
great popcorn. User Rating No 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Well Made Frequency Used: Dozens of Times Tenure: 2-5 Years Ability: Experienced It Corn popper is really the best thing since sliced bread. My only caution is if you're not sure about popping time, make sure you underestimate, not
over the estimate, popping time. Microwave ovens are not homogeneous, as are popcorn. Underestimate and then go in 10 seconds in a step. Listen to these SS! If you're cooking time, your beautiful popcorn popper will become stained. Still functional, but visually a little worse for wear. I liked my first so much that when it wears out to do
in years of use, I bought another one. Love this popcorn popper! User Product Rating - 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Dozens of Times Tenure: 1 Year Or Less Ability: Experienced the best popcorn producer that makes the best popcorn. You didn't have a great popcorn
tasting until you used this popcorn popper. Depending on the type of microwave oven you will have to determine the time it takes to complete the popping. I recommend following the instructions, but keep in mind and rule thumb, if you don't hear a single pop in 3 seconds, turn off the microwave because it's done. It may take several times
to try before you get your own method down pat, but you'll have the best popcorn you've ever had. Also, instead of butter, melting a little coconut oil and drizzling it over popcorn is a healthy alternative, and absolutely delicious. Enjoy! User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality:
Exceptional Frequency Used: Several Times a Week Tenure: One Month or Less Ability: Experienced I Forgot How Good Microwave Popcorn Can Be. I melt a little oil, cook the popcorn as in directions, pour a little oil (enough to taste like butter - about 2 teaspoons), and a little salt. Popcorn nirvana. Better even than in a pot on the stove.
How thrilling. User Product Rating No. 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Well Made Frequency Used: Multi-month Ownership Duration: Over 5 Years Ability: Intermediate Best Popcorn Popper I Have All Owned. Now on my three poppers. User Product Rating No 100/100 Write Review Recommended to
Friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Multiple Monthly Ownership Duration: Over 5 Years Ability: Intermediate I Bought This One for a Friend Because I Love Mine! User Rating No 100/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: Yes Product quality: Well Made Frequency Used: Several Times a Month Tenure: 2-5
Years Ability: Experienced I Love micro popcorn popper. It makes the best popcorn and it's great. User Rating No 80/100 Write Review Recommended to Friend: No Product Quality: Well Done Frequency Used: Dozens of Times Tenure: 1 Year Or Less Ability: Experienced Makes FANTASTIC FANTASTIC Popcorn Product Rating User
No 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Dozens of Times Length of Ownership: Over 5 Years Of Ability: Experienced I've had this microwave popcorn popper for years and I love it! It's so easy to use and it makes the best popcorn. I also used it to stuff other things in it - it works
well for that use too. I recommend this item highly. User Product Rating No 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Multiple monthly Ownership Duration: 1 Year Or Less Ability: Rookie I Got Two Hot Air, One Hot Oil Popper and Nordicware for Christmas. Nordicware outperforms all
other poppers. Very few unsinkable nuclei. User Product Rating - 100/100 Write Review Recommended friend: Yes Product quality: Exceptional Frequency Used: Multiple Times a month Tenure: 1 Year or Less Ability: Rookie Best Popcorn Manufacturer Ever! Easy to use. Use.
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